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ABSTRACT

The introduction of the UN CRDP provided the first common international basis of 
legal and regulatory requirements for individual accessibility as a human right. The 
international ISO/IEC standard committee in the field of e-learning (i.e., ISO/IEC 
JTC1/SC36) responded by developing an international standard ISO/IEC 20016-1 
to address semantic interoperability requirements of language accessibility, in the 
form of human interface equivalents (HIEs). The authors identify and summarize key 
aspects of this ISO/IEC 20016-1 standard including fundamental principles governing 
individual accessibility requirements, based on the UN CRDP doing so in an ITLET 
and commitment exchange context. The concept of semantic interoperability (in an 
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INTRODUCTION

This Chapter is based on international ISO/IEC standards. These are technical 
documents in the field of information technology. The text provided below is 
developed in the context of the intended readership of this publication. As such 
use of technical language has been minimized even though at times it is necessary 
to provide the precise text of definitions of key concepts and their assigned labels, 
a.k.a, “terms”. This has been done.

Where words in this chapter represent a defined term in an international standard, 
this is indicated with the use of an asterisk “*”. However, for all the terms* found 
in this Chapter, their definitions are found in the ISO/IEC 20016-1 (2014) standard 
which forms the primary basis for this Chapter1.

Only for five key concepts have their definitions been included in this chapter. 
They are,

•	 Human Interface Equivalent (HIE)
•	 individual user
•	 semantic interoperability
•	 semantic interoperability equivalency level (SIEL)
•	 set of recorded information (SRI)

This Chapter, like text in ISO/IEC standards, also contains many abbreviations. 
It does based on those existing in the international ISO/IEC 20016-1 standard.

The ISO/IEC 20016-1 standard introduced the concept and definition of 
“individual user” which is defined in the international ISO/IEC JTC1 20016-1 
standard as:

individual user: individual (3.072) who has the right to require that the contents 
of any information exchange with a content provider (3.037), i.e., as a set(s) of 
recorded information (SRIs) (3.134) be provided unambiguously (3.144) at the 
appropriate level of unambiguity in the preferred HIE (3.067) to be made available

This Chapter is based on the premise that a key right here of any “individual 
user” is the set of rights of an individual as provided in the UN CRPD. These are 
especially important in a learning, education and training (LET) context for any 
indivudual in the role of a “student” in that individual’s formative years.

ITLET context) is defined and supports the same through the constructs of level and 
degrees of semantic equivalency. It is based on best practices of translation theory, 
applied linguistics, and existing applicable international standards, which already 
address various aspects of language accessibility requirements in a generic manner.
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